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Software Pipelines and SOA: Releasing the Power of Multi-Core ProcessingAddison Wesley, 2009

	Build Breakthrough Performance into Any SOA or Advanced Computing Application

	

	To meet unprecedented demand, IT organizations must improve application performance by an order of magnitude. Improving performance is even more crucial in SOA environments, which demand far more computing power than older architectures....
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Algorithms Sequential & Parallel: A Unified ApproachCengage Learning, 2012

	Effective computing requires the design, analysis, implementation, and evaluation

	of algorithms to solve problems of interest. Computational problems come from

	a wide variety of areas including science, engineering, business, athletics, architecture,

	medicine, management, economics, psychology, anthropology, and entertainment,

	to...
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LINQ to Objects Using C# 4.0: Using and Extending LINQ to Objects and Parallel LINQ (PLINQ)Addison Wesley, 2010

	“For several years, Troy has been one of the key figures in the LINQ community. This comprehensive and well-written book serves as a compendium of the important wisdom and experience that he has accumulated through his years of studying LINQ and its uses.”

...
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Big Data, Data Mining, and Machine Learning: Value Creation for Business Leaders and Practitioners (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	With big data analytics comes big insights intoprofitability


	Big data is big business. But having the data and thecomputational power to process it isn't nearly enough to producemeaningful results. Big Data, Data Mining, and Machine Learning:Value Creation for Business Leaders and Practitioners is acomplete...
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Modern Information RetrievalAddison Wesley, 1999
We live in the information age, where swift access to relevant information in whatever form or medium can dictate the success or failure of businesses or individuals. The timely provision of relevant information with minimal ‘noise' is critical to modern society and this is what information retrieval (IR) is all about. It is a dynamic...
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OpenGL Graphics Through ApplicationsSpringer, 2008
This book is the result of teaching computer graphics for one and two semester, year two/three undergraduate and postgraduate lecture courses in Computer Graphics. Throughout the book, theory is followed by implementation using C/C++ and complete programs are provided with suggestions for change to enhance student understanding. During 30 years of...
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Parallel Complexity Theory (Research Notes in Theoretical Computers Science)John Wiley & Sons, 1987

	Parallel complexity theory, the study of resource-bounded parallel computation,
	is surely one of the fastest-growing areas of theoretical Computer Science. In the
	light of this, it would be foolish to attempt an encyclopedic coverage of the field.
	However, it is the belief of the author that its foundations are becoming increas
	ingly...
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Principles and Practice of Constraint Programming - CP 2006: 12th International ConferenceSpringer, 2006

	The 12th International Conference on the Principles and Practice of Constraint
	Programming (CP 2006) was held in Nantes, France, September 24–29, 2006. Information
	about the conference can be found on theWeb at http://www.sciences.
	univ-nantes.fr/cp06/. Information about past conferences in the series can be
	found at...
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Applications = Code + Markup: A Guide to the Microsoft  Windows  Presentation FoundationMicrosoft Press, 2006
In this book, Windows programming legend Charles Petzold covers in parallel the two interfaces that make up the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF). From the outset, the reader can shift focus seamlessly between Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML) and C# to see them as flip sides of the same processes. Beginning in the first chapter,...
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Microprocessors: From Assembly Language to C Using the PICI8FXX2 (Electrical and Computer Engineering Series)Charles River, 2005
This book is designed for a first course in microprocessors or it may be used as a reference for practicing engineers. The book is unique in presenting a balanced, integrated topic coverage of assembly language programming, microcontroller programming via the C language, and hardware interfacing. Programming topics are discussed using both assembly...
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Arithmetic and Logic in Computer Systems (Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
A practical introduction to fundamentals of computer arithmetic
Computer arithmetic is one of the foundations of computer science and engineering. Designed as both a practical reference for engineers and computer scientists and an introductory text for students of electrical engineering and the computer and mathematical sciences, Arithmetic and...
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Scalable Continuous Media Streaming Systems: Architecture, Design, Analysis and ImplementationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Continuous media streaming systems will shape the future of information infrastructure. The challenge is to design systems and networks capable of supporting millions of concurrent users. Key to this is the integration of fault-tolerant mechanisms to prevent individual component failures from disrupting systems operations. These are just some of...
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